MEETING NOTICE - Sunday, August 22nd, 2 PM - 5 PM

AUGUST MEETING--COSMOS DESIGN (Bob Clanfield)--LATEST DEVELOPMENTS IN HIGH RESOLUTION COMPUTER AUDIO

Bob Clanfield gave a great presentation last August and is doing it again this August. There are many new interesting developments in the world of computer audio and we look forward to having Bob Clanfield with his experience as both a home integration and media consultant and of course, as an audiophile share his knowledge with us.

Bob Clanfield of COSMOS DESIGN (www.accessyourlifestyle.com) will be demonstrating the playback of:

* Higher resolution files of 96 & 176 to 192 kHz
* Hi-rez iTunes FLAC playback
* The benefits of firewire & iScsi!
* Why the ultimate interface cable may be the phone cable.
* iPad & iPhone remote control options
* Protecting & archiving your files
* The Model on display (Sonic Studio, Amarrà, Mac)
* Bob will have attractive offers the day of the presentation.

The System

Digital Front-end:
Modified iMac & Mac Mini with touch panels.
iTunes, Amarrà, VLC & Plex players.
iScsi attached DroboPro

Digital processing:
Stello DA100 (optical, coax & USB)
Sonic Studio 302 with Amarrà (Firewire)
JVC RSVP2 (optical & coax)

Analog Front-end:
Well Tempered Turntable / Modified Van De Hul MC-3
Seismic Sink, Black Diamond cones

Jeff Rowland Capri pre-amp
Early BEL Mk1 (circa 1993) amplifier
Audio Physic Virgo Mk III Loudspeakers
REL Stadium Subwoofer

BEL interconnects and speaker wire.
Michael Green racks & corner tunes.
Homemade Argent Room lens (THX to Jeff Kenton)
Indo Gabbeh Rugs (wall treatment)

JVC DiLA RS-1 front video projector

If you would like to bring a dish or snack or drink to pass we could make this even more enjoyable. See you all this Sunday!